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A Methodological Recommendation for the Future of the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
Catherine Duffy, Mike Hope and Drew Miller
ABSTRACT: President Jimmy Carter created the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) in 1980 and prohibited
leasing of this portion of the coastal plain without Congressional approval.  Oil companies and Alaska’s legislators
argue that drilling in ANWR could help curb America’s need for foreign oil and increase employment.  Inupiat
Indians living in Kaktovik—the only village located in the arctic coastal plain— favor drilling to provide funds to
modernize their communities.  Conservationists are concerned about the negative impacts of drilling on the Porcupine
caribou herd living in ANWR.  This research uses nearby Prudhoe Bay as a case study to observe the ef fects of
drilling on:  the oil industry , the Inupiats of Kaktovik, and the Porcupine caribou herd while considering the
complexity of such a policy in light of these varying stakeholders’ interests.  Rather than reaching a definitive
conclusion on whether or not to drill in ANWR, this research presents the views of three stakeholders and suggests
three different means of analyzing this data, leaving the reader to reach his or her own conclusion.

Policy Problem

Alaska’s coastal plain has been a
 topic for development and

environmental security since the 49th state became
a part of the union in 1959.  President Jimmy Carter
created the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
(ANWR) with his signing of the Alaska National
Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) in 1980.
This prohibited the leasing of “Section 1002” of
the arctic coastal plain without Congressional
approval, and created a stalemate over ANWR’s
future between oil companies, conservationists,
Alaskan natives, and politicians.

The effects of drilling in ANWR are not
only widely debated, but uncertain at best.   Drilling
proponents argue that the arctic coastal plain could
hold 20 percent of America’s future oil and would
be a wise next development site as Prudhoe Bay’s
petroleum supply continues to decline.  This would
not only improve state funding but would also bring
utility subsidies and wage employment to the
Inupiat Eskimo village of Kaktovik.  The Inupiat
Eskimos of Kaktovik, the only Alaskans who
actually live on the coastal plain of ANWR (Arctic
Power, 1997), depend on both oil and caribou to
sustain their existence.  Although the Inupiat land
falls under the regional government jurisdiction of
Alaska’s North Slope Borough, ANILCA’s section
1003 prohibits development of their property until
an act of Congress allows the opening of the coastal
should be exaggerated.  However, because so much
is at stake, information is often omitted or glorified,

depending on who is presenting it, and what their
goals are.  Is the analysis being conducted by an
objective technician, a client advocate, or an issue
advocate?  Consequently, the policy problem is that
the decision on drilling in ANWR is dependent on
what information is chosen to be used, and what
particular analytical role is being employed.

Methodology

No one can predict exactly what would
happen if drilling in ANWR occurs. The decision
of whether or not to drill in ANWR rests on many
different considerations.  Our research divided
these considerations into three distinct categories:
production, Native peoples, and the natural
environment.  These categories draw upon a wide
range of informational resources, which may or may
not be used by decision makers when deciding the
fate of ANWR.

The effects of earlier oil exploration and
development 60 miles west of ANWR in Prudhoe
Bay serve as our case study to observe probable
impacts.  Since Prudhoe Bay’ s oil discovery
occurred in 1968, we used U.S. Census Bureau data
from 1960 through 2000 to study employment and
income trends for both the state of Alaska and the
village of Kaktovik.  Our quantitative analysis
shows possible employment opportunities brought
to Alaska if Section 1002 is leased for oil
production, as well as the current declining
employment trend with less oil production in
Prudhoe Bay.  Other portions of this data present
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longitudinal analyses in order to study the
economic and standard of living changes within
Alaska and Kaktovik’s populations over time.  Our
next section of data measures the effects of oil
development, air temperature, and time on the
Central Arctic Caribou herd near Prudhoe Bay, and
draws possible conclusions as to what could
happen to the Porcupine Caribou herd on the
coastal plain in ANWR.

Production factors are important because
they consider the economic benefits that would be
gained from opening ANWR to oil development.  It
is argued that ANWR would create thousands of
jobs (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2003), and
contribute millions of dollars to the Alaskan
economy (Fried & Cole, 2003).  Although the
decision of whether or not to develop ANWR will
effect the entire United States, we have chosen to
keep our focus on the state of Alaska alone, since
both resident and indigenous Alaskans need to
gather information about ANWR decision to
determine whether to support development or
conservation.

When looking at the impact oil
development will have on the native people of
Alaska, we consider the Inupiat Eskimos living in
Kaktovik—the only village located in the arctic
coastal plain. Taxes and royalties from oil
development in Prudhoe Bay started basic
infrastructure development in Kaktovik, but oil
production decline has curtailed its completion.
When Prudhoe Bay oil development eventually
ceases, the Inupiats will  be left  with their
substandard living conditions.  We explore the
reasons behind the Inupiat’s desire for development
as well as look at how greater equity could be
exercised in this ANWR debate. W e
also consider environmental impacts of drilling in
ANWR, with our main focus on the caribou.  Other
environmental factors that should be taken into
account are:  the effects on other animal species,
chances of oil spills, hot oil being transported
across permafrost, and sprawl of oil operations. In
the interest of research time, we use the health of
caribou as our environmental health indicator.  To
measure the effect oil drilling has had on caribou
we focus on the Central Arctic herd in Prudhoe
Bay.  Since the inception of drilling operations on
Prudhoe Bay in 1977, the caribou population has
more than tripled (Department of Interior, 2002 and
Cameron et al., 2002).  However , despite this

increase in caribou, we will see that drilling
operations have actually had a negative impact on
the health of the Central Arctic herd (Department
of Interior, 2002 and Cameron et al., 2002).

Overview of Analytical Roles

When deciding on the costs and benefits
of opening Section 1002 of ANWR, we must examine
the goals of the researcher or research group in
order to understand the analyst’ s final proposal.
As Deborah Stone describes in her book, Policy
Paradox: The Art of Political Decision Making,
difficulties in finding and relaying research arise
since, “information is created from a point of view
by real people with personal and institutional
loyalties, cultural and social backgrounds, and
enduring as well as more temporary interests.”
Therefore, the information gathered during research
is only one part of an analyst’s outcome.  The other
part has to do with the researcher’s prior attitudes
and beliefs as well as the reason behind their
employment.

According to David L. Weimer and Aiden
R. Vining, in their book, Policy Analysis:  Concepts
and Practices, researchers generally employ three
different values in varying degrees:  analytical
integrity, responsibility to the client, and one’ s
personal conception of a good society .  In their
purest forms these values, when applied to a
researcher, categorize the analyst as an objective
technician, a client advocate, or an issue advocate.

Each analyst is usually a combination of
the three.  An objective technician believes that
the analysis should stand alone and has a goal of
providing balanced information for their clients.
Their primary focus is on predicting consequences
of alternative policies for objective analysis.  In
contrast, a client advocate is only loyal to their
client,  and may focus upon ambiguity and
subjectivity as a way to promote their client’s views.
Issue advocates are more loyal to their own ideas
of a good society and choose clients
opportunistically to advance their personal views.
However, issue  advocates and client advocates
also tend to discard relevant data and information
that contradict their stand on the issues (W eimer
and Vining, 1998).   Analytical integrity,
responsibility to the client, and one’ s personal
conception of what is a good society make it
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Figure #1

#1:  Comparison of percentages of regular
employment between Alaska and Kaktovik, AK (United
States Census, 1963, 1973, 1982, 1991).

A Methodological Recommendation for the Future

difficult to separate the data and biases in research
since the analyst adds his or her own values to the
results.

Findings
Oil Production’s Impact on Alaska and Native
Inupiat Indians

Slightly more than half of the oil consumed
in the United States is produced domestically from
over 150,000 oil wells throughout the United States
(ANWR: Making the Case, 2003).  Having opened in
1977 (EIA, 2002), Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, is the largest
oil field in the United States, producing 20 percent of
all domestic oil (Miner, 1994), and 17 percent of the
state’s gross product (Fried and Cole, 2003).

The development of the Prudhoe Bay oil
fields resulted in increased revenues, jobs, and goods
and services for the people of Alaska.  When compared
with the state of Alaska, however, Kaktovik’s labor
force has had a much more extreme up and down cycle
of regular employment (See Figure #1).

Since Prudhoe Bay construction
development began in 1968, this could be a major
reason for the increase in the percentage of regular
workers in Kaktovik between 1970 and 1980.
However, we must also consider the constant
difference in population numbers who are regularly
employed in the state compared to those employed
in Kaktovik.   The data suggests in Figure #1
illustrates the irregularity of steady employment
for these Inupiat Eskimos.  When considering the

The development of the Prudhoe Bay oil
fields resulted in increased revenues, jobs, and goods
and services for the people of Alaska.  When compared
with the state of Alaska, however, Kaktovik’s labor
force has had a much more extreme up and down cycle
of regular employment (see figure #1).

Since Prudhoe Bay construction
development began in 1968, this could be a major
reason for the increase in the percentage of regular
workers in Kaktovik between 1970 and 1980.
However, we must also consider the constant
difference in population numbers who are regularly
employed in the state compared to those employed
in Kaktovik.   The data in Figure #1 illustrates the
irregularity of steady employment for these Inupiat
Eskimos.  When considering the oil industry , the
decrease between 1980 and 1990 may have occurred
as a result of the stabilizing of the work force after
initial set up and construction at Prudhoe Bay , as
well as declining oil supplies.  Employment for the
state of Alaska, however, remained constant.

If ANWR is as financially successful for
Alaska as Prudhoe Bay has been, wage employment
opportunities could be increased and the
community’s future made more secure not only for
the state but for the village of Kaktovik as well.
With oil as Kaktovik’s only marketable resource,
and revenue the Inupiats have grown accustomed
to from oil development in Prudhoe Bay , many
Inupiats fear that the dollars that have started to
modernize their communities will dry up when the
Prudhoe Bay oil fields run out (Kruse, 1991).

As oil in Prudhoe Bay is extracted, the
amount of oil available in the future will be depleted
without a policy measure to ensure its replacement.
This decline in oil production could continue to
impose restrictions that keep the Inupiat community
from being able to improve their employment
opportunities, standard of living, and future of their
village.
Alaska’s initial $900 million lease windfall had been
spent rather quickly to catch up on infrastructure
improvements, public works, education, and social
programs in some of the more remote parts of the
state, including Kaktovik (Borneman, 2003). Yet the
sub-standard living conditions in Kaktovik,
especially in regards to plumbing and water
facilities, are still a great concern for the Inupiat
Eskimos.  The 1990 and 2000 U.S. Census records
were the first to offer data showing the extreme
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Figure #3:  Comparison of percentage of population
without complete plumbing facilities between Alaska and

Kaktovik, AK (United S tates Census, 1991, 2001).

Duffy, Hope & Miller

differences between the Inupiat village living
conditions and those of the rest of the state of
Alaska. The survey showed how many housing
units existed without complete plumbing facilities,
running water and flushing toilets.

Figure #3
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In 1990, 12.5 percent of the population of
Alaska was without complete plumbing facilities
compared to 89.2 percent of residents in Kaktovik
who were without these amenities.  The 2000
scenario for the state was nearly 50 percent better
with only 6.3 percent of Alaskan residents living
without complete plumbing facilities.  In Kaktovik
however, 67 percent of the housing units still existed
without running water and flushing toilets.

In spite of the monies the government
invested in developing water and sewer
infrastructure, the work is obviously not complete.
The possibility of economic help in Kaktovik’s own
backyard presents a great opportunity for keeping
the village and culture alive.  As a subsidiary of the
Arctic Slope Regional Corporation in Barrow, the
Kaktovik Inupiat Village Corporation wants a
chance at the opportunities and benefits that their
own community will directly experience if oil is
found in their village.

If wage employment opportunities were to
increase in Kaktovik with oil development, the
Inupiats’ standard of living could increase as well.
According to Inupiat Tara Katuk Sweeney, a lobbyist
for Arctic Power and client advocate for the Eskimos

of Kaktovik, the only thing that brought Kaktovik’s
residents out of third world living conditions was the
Prudhoe Bay development. “We’re human and we’re
willing to work for the luxuries that people take for
granted.”  These luxuries, according to Sweeney, are
running water, flushing toilets, and heat (Schlesinger,
2003).

Looking at the inferences behind this data,
more needs to be done to bring Kaktovik out of its
Stone Age living conditions.  Adult Inupiats want to
keep their children in their community but know that
without some of the amenities and opportunities
offered in other North Slope cities, they may see their
children leave, leading to an eventual evaporation of
the village of Kaktovik.  As the North Slope culture
has grown and increased its wage employment
opportunities in the native regional corporation
headquarters of Barrow, young Inupiats have been
exposed to cable television, school trips outside
Alaska, and greatly expanded inventories of consumer
goods. According to Dr. John Kruse, researcher for
the University of Alaska, Inupiat villages show “a
shift to the market economy… as expectation for
goods [to grow] beyond what hunting and fishing
[can] provide” (Kruse, 1991).

 Despite the decline in productivity within
Alaska’s oil industry, Prudhoe Bay, opened in 1977
(EIA, 2002), has remained extremely consistent.  From
1990 to 2000, Prudhoe Bay employed an average of
5,858 persons (Fried & Cole, 2003).  Over this same
time, Prudhoe Bay at its maximum employed 6,524
people, in 1990, and its minimum was in 1999 with
4,816 persons employed.  Although Prudhoe Bay’s
employment numbers have remained consistent, it is
not likely that these jobs will remain if future oil
production continues to decline.

Opening of ANWR to drilling operations
could offset the inevitable employment losses from
Prudhoe Bay.  ANWR is estimated to contain as much
oil reserves as Prudhoe Bay at its initial discovery
(Miner, 1994).  Leasing ANWR, with all factors being
constant to Prudhoe Bay (methods of drilling, etc .)
would supplement the loss of employment likely to
occur at the Prudhoe Bay oil field.  Looking at this
with a conservative estimate, we could safely suggest
that development in ANWR would stimulate the local
Alaskan economy by creating nearly 6,000 new jobs.

Figure #4 compares recent employment
declines in the current Alaskan oil industry with
projected employment numbers if ANWR was
developed at the same time as Prudhoe Bay.  The
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Figure #4:  The employment increase in
Alaska’s oil industry if the ANWR was opened Source of

Data:  United States Department of Labor, 2003.

A Methodological Recommendation for the Future

average wage for the oil industry in Alaska is
currently near $100,000 annually (Fried and Cole,
2003).  Since 1976, at least 25 percent of Alaska’s
mineral revenues have been distributed equally to

Figure #4

all of Alaska’s residents through the state’ s
Permanent Fund.  This provides long-term security
from the sale of non-renewable resources and aims
to stimulate Alaska’s economy.  New employment
in Alaska would also assist in stimulating the state’s
economy.

Two main ar guments that continue to
surface when considering the Inupiat Eskimos’
desire for ANWR exploration and drilling are the
need for more local jobs and improved living
conditions in the village of Kaktovik.  In February
2000, the city of Kaktovik, with a grant from the
state of Alaska, conducted a survey with 68 of its
256 residents asking, among other things, what the
number one advantage of oil development of the
North Slope would be.  53 percent of the residents
surveyed marked “improved job opportunities” as
the number one advantage.  When asked to mark
the advantages and disadvantages of opening
ANWR to oil and gas development, 68 percent of
the respondents said more jobs for local people
(ANWR. Poll Results, 2003).

In Kaktovik, jobs can be difficult to come by
since there is no agriculture, no commercial fishing,
no trees, and no tourism (ANWR Poll Results, 2003).
Subsistence living from the land and water is what
has maintained the Inupiat community’s food supply.
The 1971 Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act has

given them a material stake in the oil that is pulled
from the ground which includes ownership and title
to selected native lands as well as cash dividends
from oil revenues (Borneman, 2003).

Presently, some of these rights have been
pulled from the Natives’  ownership.  After trading
some of their selected land holdings with the federal
government, the Inupiats of Kaktovik partnered with
two petroleum companies for drilling exploration.
Although this land rightfully belonged to the village
of Kaktovik, Congress quickly passed further
legislation to prohibit any similar land or mineral
swaps on the Coastal Plain without Congressional
approval.  William “Spud” Williams, former president
of the Tanana Chiefs Conference, summed up the
feelings of the Natives:  “I get tired of these newspaper
articles that say they gave us 44 million acres and a
billion dollars.  They stole it from us and the only time
they were interested in settling [the claims] was when
they found a few barrels of oil” (Borneman, 2003).

The opinions of Kaktovik’s Inupiat Eskimos
have not been seriously considered or requested in
the midst of the legislative clamor over ANWR.  If the
legislators looked, they would see that 75 percent of
the Inupiat people favor oil exploration and
development (Committee on Resources, 2003).  With
the U.S. Congress as the final decision maker in ANWR
debate, oil drilling proponents like Arctic Power and
conservationists like the Sierra Club strategically place
their lobbyists in order to win votes from
Congressional leaders.  Although both the oil industry
and conservationists are entitled to share their own
opinions and data to support their arguments, the
Inupiat Eskimos’ opinion of the use of their property
should be seriously sought after and considered as
well.  Acting as client and issue advocates, however,
most Congressional leaders struggle to look at this
issue objectively and use it instead as a bargaining
tool.

Oil Production’s Impact on the Alaskan
Environment

By looking at the impacts drilling on the
Prudhoe Bay oil field has had on the Central Arctic
caribou herd, we can make inferences as to what
possibly could happen to the Porcupine caribou herd
in ANWR.  It is true that advances in technology
have been made since the Prudhoe Bay oil field was
opened in the 1970’ s.  However, regardless of the
decrease in footprint size of oil drilling platforms, roads
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Figure #5:  Growth of Caribou in the Central
Arctic Herd (Department of Interior, 2002).

We can compare the growth of the Central
Arctic caribou herd with the development of the
Prudhoe Bay oil field (See Figure #5 and #6).
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Figure #6:  Growth of Oil Production in Alaska.
The production spike occurring in 1977 reflects the

opening of the Prudhoe Bay oil field (Energy Information
Administration, 2001).

Figure #7
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Figure #7:  Decline in percentage abundance of
caribou from the Central Arctic herd west of the Milne

Point Road, Kuparuk petroleum development area.  West

and pipelines will still be constructed, and
fragmentation of wildlife will still occur (Speer, 1991).

The Bush administration claims that oil
drilling and a healthy caribou population can co-exist.
They came to this conclusion because as the Prudhoe
Bay oil field has been developed, the caribou
population has increased.  Spencer Abraham, the
Energy Secretary recently said, “as for the caribou,
the herd in the Prudhoe Bay area grew more than 9-
fold over the past 20 years to an estimated 28,000 in
2000—seemingly irrefutable evidence that caribou
mating and oil exploration can peacefully coexist”
(Flanagan, 2001).

By looking at these two graphs, we can see
that Spencer Abraham was correct.  Caribou did
increase as the level of production and, most likely,
infrastructure and human activity on the Prudhoe Bay
oil field increased.  But why would the number of
caribou increase when the area became more
developed?  It is natural to assume that when
infrastructure and disturbance comes into an area,
the natural wildlife will be adversely affected, and
leave the area.  In fact, there is data showing that
when oil infrastructure came into Prudhoe Bay , the
caribou did begin leaving (Cameron et al., 1992).

The data in Figure #7 shows that when too
much petroleum development comes into an area, the
caribou will move to a different habitat that is less

developed.  This is expected.  The question then is:
why the number of Central Arctic caribou increased
when oil production and infrastructure came into
Prudhoe Bay?  A logical supposition lies with another
independent variable:  temperature.  Since temperature
changed in this area during the same time period as
the drilling, it is difficult to separate them as to the
role each played on the size of the herd.

Recent climatic changes have had a dramatic
effect on the temperature of the arctic (see figure #8).
From 1971-2000, the annual mean temperature recordedFigure #5

Duffy, Hope & Miller
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Figure #8:  Rise in mean annual temperature for
Barrow, Alaska.  Barrow is located just west of the Prudhoe

Bay oil field (Alaska Climate Research Center, 2000).
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Figure #10:  Observed paraturient (birth) rates
for caribou east and west of the Sagavanirktok River .  The

area east of the river is undisturbed from oil drilling
activity, while west is disturbed (Cameron et al. 2002).

on the arctic coast in Alaska has risen by 4.16 degrees
Fahrenheit (Alaska Climate Research Center, 2000).

The rise in temperature is having a big effect
on the natural environment of the arctic coast.  When
temperature was compared with satellite vegetation
data, it was found that year-to-year changes in growth
and duration of the growing season of northern
vegetation were tightly linked to year-to-year changes
in temperature.  This means that the arctic coast has
become much greener , with the growing season
extended by many days (NASA, 2001).

This increase in available vegetation greatly
helps the caribou population.  Body weight in the fall
is a main determining factor as to whether a female
will produce a calf the following spring.

Figure #8

We can see then that development does have
a negative impact on caribou population.  Loss of
habitat reduces quantity and quality of foraging
intake, and the reduced weight gain directly affects
the percentage of females giving birth.  Therefore,
much of the Central Arctic herd population growth
from 1978 to 2000 was taking place outside of the
Prudhoe Bay oil field, not inside.  This shows us that
the placement of development has a big impact upon
the wildlife.  If ANWR is opened up to oil development,
much care should be taken in placing the actual oil

infrastructure to ensure that preferred habitat is not
disturbed.  The mistake made by the Bush
Administration was in choosing to ignore a major
variable, that of temperature, in order to make the data
appear to support their hypothesis.

By ignoring the temperature variable, the
Bush administration was acting much like an issue
advocate.  The issue they were promoting was opening
ANWR.  Therefore, they were willing to omit or not
consider certain information that would hurt their
cause.  The increase in temperature, and better
foraging conditions would not have helped their case,
so they chose not to promote that information.  In
this case they were not looking at all the variables
objectively to determine why the caribou increased;
they were only looking at the end result.

It can also be argued that in this instance
the Bush administration was acting like a client
advocate.  The clients for which the Bush
administration may be working could be labor unions
who would benefit from increased employment, oil
companies who would benefit from increased drilling
opportunities, or Kaktovik village residents who want
to improve their lifestyles.  Whether or not the Bush
administration was acting like a client or issue
advocate, or a combination of both, the end result of
disregarding certain information was the same.

A Methodological Recommendation for the Future

Figure #9
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Methodological Recommendations

When deciding which recommendation to
make, one should consider all the factors covered in
this research:  production, native peoples, and the
environment.  However , these factors are often
analyzed in the realm of the researcher ’s analytical
role.  Researchers generally employ three different
values in varying degrees:  analytical integrity ,
responsibility to the client, and one’ s personal
conception of a good society.

Regardless of whether an analyst is an
objective technician, or an issue or client advocate,
their work can implicitly include certain bias or spin
that can persuade decision makers in a particular
direction that may not include information about the
complete impacts of a proposal.

 See Figure #12 (opposite) below for a matrix
of these three analytical roles and how the objective
technician, the client advocate, and the issue
advocate could use the previous discussion to
support their particular argument.

As we can see in this matrix, all sides can
shape the information given.  Because of this, the
decision of whether or not to drill in ANWR has taken
decades to decide.  A better alternative would be to
provide the decision makers: the U.S. Congress, with
objective, unbiased information.  The key is to take
the bias out of the information and present it
objectively to the politicians, which is very difficult
to accomplish.

The many variables effecting members of
Congress from making non-biased decisions are:
re-election, trade-offs with other members or
interest groups, and pressure by constituents. We
have worked to present accurate, unbiased
information regarding the effects that drilling in
ANWR could have on the oil industry, the Inupiats
of Kaktovik, and the Porcupine caribou herd.
According to our findings, the oil industry believes
development in ANWR could increase employment
by up to 6,000 jobs.  This could make the future of
the village of Kaktovik more secure by improving
the Indians’ substandard living conditions and
offsetting inevitable employment losses from
Prudhoe Bay.

However, our research suggests that drilling
in ANWR could negatively af fect the Porcupine
caribou herd.  Although the Bush Administration
correctly reported that the caribou population of the

Coastal Plain has increased during Prudhoe Bay
development, this conclusion may not consider all
salient variables.  Our research reports that petroleum
development encourages the Porcupine caribou to
move to less developed habitat which may eventually
affect weight gain and birth rates.  In addition, our
research suggests that temperature change on the
Coastal Plain during the same time period as the drilling
is also a worthwhile variable to consider.

We conclude with a matrix of possible biases
and motivations behind three analytical perspectives
of our three stakeholder positions regarding drilling
in ANWR, reporting the differences between biases
and outcomes depending upon the analyst’s employer
and job description.

As a result, we believe this research and its
presentation invites the reader to consider their own
motivations behind whether or not to drill in ANWR
so that they, too, can experience the temptations of
the objective technician, the client advocate, and the
issue advocate while attempting to remain unbiased
and objective.

Duffy, Hope & Miller
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Figure #12

 Objective Technician Client Advocate Issue Advocate 

Pr
od

uc
tio

n 

Would have balanced data 
showing both pro-

development's and pro-
conservation's argument.  

Development: that oil 
production's decline is 
causing a decrease in 

employment; that ANWR 
could create 6,000 full time 
jobs and provide 7.7 to 12 

billion barrels of oil.  
Conservation: that both 

Alaskan oil production and air 
temperature increase could 

cause harmful side effects to 
caribou population.       

Pro-development: focus on 
the employment numbers 
created by opening ANWR 

and high estimate of potential 
oil, then ignore the data 
relevant to increased air 

temperature and the lower 
caribou birth rates.  Pro-

conservation: would ignore 
employment numbers, use 
low number for potential oil 

reserve in ANWR, and focus 
on hazards of oil production. 

Pro-development: focus 
on the positive impacts 

of development and 
ignore/downplay the 

environmental concerns.  
Pro-conservation: focus 
on correlation between 

air temperature and 
increase of oil 

production, as well as 
negative effects oil 

production will have on 
the caribou.  Would 
discard employment 

data and downplay oil 
reserve potential. 

N
at

iv
es

 

Would listen to Native 
Alaskans, citizens of the 

state, and conservationists, 
admitting similarities and 

differences between the two 
opinions.  Instead of lobbying 
for one side or the other, the 
objective technician would 

look for ways to prepare data 
that created opportunity for 

compromise and 
understanding. 

The Native client advocate 
vigorously promotes the 
Inupiat's agenda, noting 

issues to refute the 
opposition, i.e., Inupiat's lack 
of concern that caribou will be 

affected by production and 
frustration that their 
homeland could be 

considered "wilderness." The 
Conservation advocate would 

focus on Alaskan citizens 
who are against production 

and would highlight issues to 
refute proponents.   

Would take advantage 
of analytical uncertainty 

and promote own 
agenda. Developers: 

argue against 
designating ANWR a 
wilderness area since 

this would prohibit 
Eskimos from using 

snow 
machines/helicopters for 

hunting and 
transportation. 

Conservationists: focus 
on uncertainty of oil 

reserve under Kaktovik 
and argue about size of 
development footprint on 

the tundra. 

En
vi

ro
nm

en
t 

Would report that the total 
population of Central Arctic 

Caribou had increased during 
Prudhoe Bay production and 

would include that the 
increase took place during a 
time of warmer temperatures 

and improved foraging 
conditions.  Also, the caribou 

inside the petroleum 
development area suffered 

from lower birth rates. 

Would provide biased 
information.  If working for a 
pro-development client, they 

would only report the 
increase in total number of 

caribou.  However, if working 
for a pro-conservation client, 
emphasis would be put on 
the fact that the caribou 

inside the petroleum 
development area were 

substantially less healthy. 

Information given would 
be based on the 

analyst's personal 
conception of a good 

society.  If analyst 
wanted development 
they would stress the 

importance of increased 
job opportunities.  If they 
were anti-development, 
they would discount the 
economic benefits, and 

concentrate on the 
environmental costs. 
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